Rethink your employee
experience to thrive in
the people-first era
Guide: How to exceed employee expectations by
capitalizing on the Microsoft Viva opportunity

Thrive in the employee experience era with Viva and WX

Welcome to the
people-first paradox
Employee expectations
have escalated in “the great
resignation” era – people want
more from work. They want
their well-being protected. They
want true flexibility in how they
work. And they want to work for
organizations that are inclusive,
responsible and sustainable.
At the same time, the value of people is more apparent
than ever. The customer experience (CX) impact has
already been established. Organizations are now
battling to hire or retain the best talent to grow: Those
that sit in the top quartile of employee engagement
are elevating profitability by 23%.

If it wasn’t clear before, by now it should be glaring:
We’re witnessing a generational shift in workplace
strategy and employee experience prominence. Yet
very few organizations have truly prioritized their
people.
To thrive in a climate of continual change and win the
fierce contest for talent, people platitudes no longer cut
it. It’s people-first or bust.
Cue the timely arrival of Microsoft Viva. This new
employee experience (EX) platform gives you the
capability to empower your people by bringing
together communications, insights, learning and
knowledge within the familiar flow of the Microsoft
workplace. But, with such a broad EX canvas, you might
be struggling to understand where to begin or identify
what impact Viva can deliver. This e-book explains
how you can get the most from Viva and harness that
potential to drive the future of work forward in your
organization.
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Great people, great expectations
Employee experience is the design and delivery of a
personalized work environment that inspires people
to be their best, amplifies human potential and helps
companies flourish.

EX has quickly become as
important as CX to virtually
every business globally.
But, historically, mastering EX hasn’t been easy. The space
has been fragmented, duplicative and overwhelming.
There are countless tools, platforms and services that
address individual elements of the employee experience
ecosystem. The average employee interacts with up to
88 different applications to get work done.

The Viva vision
Microsoft Viva is an employee experience platform (EXP)
that seeks to ensure a seamless, consistent experience
for every type of employee: front line, knowledge or

desk-based, on-site, off-site, hybrid, flexible, full time, part
time or job sharing. By enabling an integrated system of
experiences, Viva helps simplify work and create a thriving
culture in a frictionless way. It acts as middleware to the
multitude of systems and experiences that aren’t optimized,
create friction and constrain engagement as well as
productivity.
•

•

•

•

Viva Topics: Helps organizations surface knowledge
and expertise more efficiently and easily to work
smarter – all within the flow of work in Microsoft 365
and Teams
Viva Insights: Empowers organizations with visibility
into how work gets done, to protect productivity, wellbeing and ultimately leave employees better off
Viva Learning: Transforms the informal and formal
learning process – transporting it from siloed platforms
and integrating it into locations where work already
takes place
Viva Connections: Empowers communication, helping
leaders to evolve organizational culture in a more
seamless, consistent and scalable way
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The secret to seizing
Viva’s potential
Here’s something you might not expect. The key to harnessing
the power of Viva actually lies elsewhere – in Teams.
Teams is the central workplace hub that allows you to design and
orchestrate experiences for your entire workforce. By embracing
Teams at the core of your workplace strategy, you’ll be ideally
positioned to manage and evolve your employee experience
strategy.
Teams enables you to rationalize your EX ecosystem – using
the huge potential of Viva alongside apps you create or curate
yourself via Power Platform, and broader services from Microsoft,
Workday, ServiceNow and more.
But this process doesn’t happen by chance. It happens when you
approach your EX strategy with a robust, end-to-end framework
that has the proven capability to generate business value.
And, as it happens, that’s exactly what we offer to our clients.
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The quartet of excellence
Address these four focus areas to build a holistic framework and empower hyper-personalized employee
experiences at scale – through Microsoft Viva and Teams.
#1: Design for moments
that matter
Craft experiences around key
EX “moments that matter”
including career growth,
reskilling and professional
development; connection,
information discovery and
collaboration; support
services (IT, HR, payroll, etc.);
recognition and rewards; wellbeing, safety and privacy; and
the end-to-end onboarding
experience
(including offboarding).

#2: Embrace security
and governance
Recognize the role of security
and governance as both
foundational components but
also as a differentiating factor
to transform experiences.
Appreciate the pivotal
importance of security from an
employee data, governance
and compliance perspective,
as well as the UX impact
of security on the overall
employee experience.

#3: Augment and
simplify experiences
Don’t just transfer existing
experiences, transform and
augment them to help your
people work smarter and
be more organizationally
impactful. Explore how
to introduce frictionless
approvals, deliver personalized
information, synthesize task
management, centralize
scheduling and shift
management, and streamline
company-wide communication.

#4:Evolve EX with
an insight core
Understand that employee
behavior, ways of working
and expectations are always
changing. Adopt a manageand-evolve mindset around
your EX to deliver immediate
value while evolving over time.
Embrace data and insight as
the lifeblood of a modern,
evolving employee experience
– to identify collaboration and
employee well-being trends
without compromising on
privacy.
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How we’re helping organizations
to unlock the EX opportunity
By taking a holistic approach to employee experience – driven by collaboration among IT, HR
and line-of-business leadership – we’re helping our clients unlock sustainable business value.

Workforce

Elevating employee experience by reimagining culture
Supporting a global engineering consulting firm to strengthen collaboration and improve
working practices across its employee base. Using Viva Insights, we blended design-led thinking
workshops with a data-informed hypothesis model, helping to identify how less-productive long
or recurring meetings could be eliminated, while enabling the acceleration of change through
virtual and physical collaboration insights.

Reimagined Culture
and Employee
Experience

Modernizing the workplace ecosystem to boost collaboration
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Transforming business models to empower frontline teams

Modernized
Technology
Ecosystem

Transformed
Business
Operations
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Marsh & McLennan Companies, a global professional services firm, has 75,000+ employees and
operates four companies grown through acquisition. As a result, employees were using many
disparate intranet systems, making it difficult to collaborate, share knowledge and perform
administrative tasks efficiently. We helped the organization to design a comprehensive nextgeneration employee experience strategy and build a roadmap for how to execute this new
vision at scale.

ICA-Roslagstull, a leading Swedish grocery retailer, wanted to stand out in a competitive market
and was looking for a more innovative way to strengthen the in-store shopping experience and
increase employee efficiency. Through our Intelligent Store framework, we introduced an AIand automation-enabled solution that improves product accessibility, delivers a safer shopping
environment, and makes it easier and faster for employees to complete operations.
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Start your EX evolution today
Through our proprietary Microsoft Viva Envisioning Accelerator,
we can help you build the foundations for an employee
experience transformation anchored in business value by:
•

Ideating with your stakeholder group to understand pain
points, identify opportunities to inject business value through
Teams and Viva – to construct an overarching EX vision

•

Exploring the potential of each Viva module, meeting your
pain points head on with rapid ideation and wireframing to
accelerate your EXP journey

•

Considering how Viva fits into your broader employee
experience ecosystem, by integrating, orchestrating and
curating experiences outside the core modules

•

Wrapping up with a playback session and the finalization of
your prototype, compiling your value case and roadmap,
enabling you to drive your EXP journey forward at speed

Find out more about our unique Microsoft Viva Envisioning Accelerator.
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Why choose Avanade
to envision your new EX?
Steered by our market-leading capabilities and holistic
Workplace Experience approach, our expertise spans technology
modernization, employee experience and culture, and business
operations. Our privileged access to Microsoft gives us unmatched
knowledge of the latest market-leading products and technologies,
so we were among the first to experience the potential of Viva.
- 2021 Microsoft Global Alliance SI Partner of the Year
- 2021 Microsoft Employee Experience Partner of the Year
- 2020 Microsoft Modern Workplace for Firstline Workers Partner of the Year
- Global Microsoft Viva preferred launch partner
- #1 partner for Teams in 2020 (and Office 365 for 12 straight years)
- Positioned as a leader by IDC for Microsoft Implementation Services
- Named as a global workplace leader by HFS and IDC
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Ready to elevate your employee
experience to the next level?
Contact us to arrange your
Viva Envisioning Accelerator today.
Visit www.avanade.com/WX.

North America
Seattle
Phone +1 206 239 5600
America@avanade.com

South America
Sao Paulo
AvanadeBrasil@avanade.com

Asia-Paciﬁc
Australia
Phone +61 2 9005 5900
AsiaPac@avanade.com

Europe
London
Phone +44 0 20 7025 1000
Europe@avanade.com

About Avanade
Avanade is the leading provider of innovative digital and cloud services, business solutions and design-led experiences on the Microsoft ecosystem. With 50,000
professionals in 26 countries, we are the power behind the Accenture Microsoft Business Group, helping companies to engage customers, empower employees,
optimize operations and transform products, leveraging the Microsoft platform. Majority owned by Accenture, Avanade was founded in 2000 by Accenture LLP and
Microsoft Corporation. Learn more at www.avanade.com.
© 2021 Avanade Inc. All rights reserved. The Avanade name and logo are registered trademarks in the U.S. and other countries. Other brand and product names are
trademarks of their respective owners.
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